[Tissular and mechanical effects observed with an experimental femtosecond laser microkeratome for corneal refractive surgery].
Despite progress in mechanical microkeratomes used in refractive surgery, mechanical complications during cutting of the cornea still occur. Cutting by laser could reduce these complications and to date, the femtosecond laser is the only potential candidate for this purpose. Our study reports preliminary results with a femtosecond microkeratome for cutting porcine corneas ex vivo. We first examined the fundamental principles of the interaction between the femtosecond laser and the corneal stroma, including the volume of tissue lesions, the laser breakdown threshold of the stroma and the laser ablation selectivity. We then analyzed the quality of cutting corneal flaps with the laser, focusing on collateral tissue effects and the roughness of the interfaces observed both histologically and with scanning electron microscopy. The photoablative and photodisruptive effects were very similar with the femtosecond laser. This characteristic is specific to ultrashort impulsion photodisruptor lasers and allows for a very precise surgical procedure. The laser-induced breakdown threshold of porcine corneal stroma was found to be 0.55 J/cm2. Collateral tissue lesions were on the submicrometer level. The roughness of the stromal bed was optimal for postage stamp cutting, providing very many contiguous points of impact which were as spherical as possible. Corneal photodisruption with a femtosecond laser is reproducible and extremely accurate. The optomechanical parameters involved with this technique require great technological skill and should be placed in experienced hands.